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REVERB manual
First of all, thanks for purchasing the REVERB module.
I hope that it will provide you with many hours of modular pleasure.

i n t r o
REVERB is, as the name implies, a reverb unit with2 SEPARATE MONO 
reverb modules, getting their signals from INPUT 1 or INPUT 2.

Each of the reverbs has its own DECAY and MIX dials. The CROSS dial in 
REVERB 1 mixes the output signal of REVERB 2 into REVERB 1 and vice 
versa.
The FEEDBK dial loops the output signal back into the input for each 
channel.

BEWARE:
Using both Feedback and Cross at high settings can lead to an audio 
feedback loop that can go out of control! 

Just for fun there’s also a delay in there  - mainly as an effect to add 
some extra spice into the reverb, if needed at all...
Finally all dials have modulation inputs to mess things up a bit :-)
Oh, and did I mention that both reverbs can be switched between Room, 
Spring or Both? 
 
Well, the image on the left should make things clear, but in case you 
need just a bit more detail the next pages should get you going for sure.
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Let’s go over all inputs, outputs and controls.

i n p u t
In the top bar you’ll find inputs for both reverbs and an input gain dial.

d e l a y
Well, as already mentioned earier, this is just for fun.. some grit...  
It mixes the input with the feedback signal and processes that.  
There’s an input to modulate the DELAY TIME. 
DLY TIME sets the delay time from 0 to 5000 ms. 
DLY LEVEL obviously sets the level... 
Want a normal delay? Take a look at my RFM_DELAY module.

b y p a s s  a n d  d i s p l a y
You can BYPASS each of the reverbs separately with the button next to 
the counters that display your DECAY times.

r e v e r b  t y p e
The switches select the Reverb types for each reverb:  
ROOM, SPRING or BOTH.

d e c a y
The DECAY dials each give you a range from 0 to 5000 ms.
As with all other dials, the modulation input signal is added to the cur-
rent dial setting. In this case you could lengthen or shorten the decay 
time using an LFO for instance.
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m i x
Using MIX, you literally mix the original-  and the reverb signal... 
REALLY???... yes.... 
By using an LFO for modulation you could sort of imitate/create a  
tremolo effect on the reverb or you could use an envelope as sort of a 
controlled gate for the reverb signal... choices, choices....

f e e d b a c k
Internally, the signal from the output is looped back to the input to  
create feedback. The FEEDBK dial controls how much of that feedback 
goes into the reverb again.

c r o s s
Also internally REVERB 1 output signal is added to REVERB 2 output sig-
nal. So in the REVERB 1 you find a CROSS 2 dial, that defines how much of 
REVERB 2’ s signal is added to output 1. 
The same obviously applies to REVERB 2 with the CROSS 1 dial.

o u t p u t
Last but not least the orange/brown bar holds outputs 1 and 2 and the 
dial for the output level.

Well, that’s actually all there is to tell... no hidden doors... (not in THIS 
module anyway). So now it’s just a matter of sending your signal in and 
adjust  it ‘till it sounds how you want....
I hope you enjoy the module! 

Now have fun!!
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